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How to play hardball with your lender to cut
mortgage costs
Here’s a look at the most competitive rates to use as leverage when you
renegotiate your mortgage.

Duncan Hughes Reporter
Aug 17, 2022 – 5.00am

Residential property buyers can negotiate about 200 basis points off a new loan –
or about $20,000 a year for a $1 million loan – as lenders compete for more than
$500 billion in expiring fixed-rate loans flooding on to the market.
Mortgage brokers claim competition for new borrowers – and retaining existing
ones – will intensify over coming months as record numbers of borrowers who
locked into record-low rates in 2020-21 consider their next move.

Lenders are sharpening their deals for the right borrowers. Louise Kennerley

Big gaps are emerging between the highest and lowest rates as lenders reset their
borrowing terms after the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) increased cash rates
from 10 to 185 basis points.
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For a popular two-year fixed owner-occupier mortgage, there’s a difference of 140
basis points between the cheapest rate of 4.49 per cent and NAB’s 5.89 per cent,
according to analysis by RateCity, which monitors markets.
For a five-year owner-occupier rate, the difference between highest and lowest
rates widens to more than 200 basis points.
Variable rates start as low as 3.10 per cent and can climb above 5 per cent for
owner-occupiers following the August rate hike.
“Lenders are sharpening their offers and the competition will intensify as more
fixed rate loans expire and borrowers start looking at their options,” says Chris
Foster-Ramsay, principal of Foster Ramsay Finance, a mortgage broker. “Every
borrower should be asking for a better deal – they’ve got nothing to lose.”

Lenders are also finalising their best rates in the countdown to the spring sales
season, traditionally the peak period, which starts at the end of this month and
runs through to Christmas.
Since the first RBA hike in May, 11 lenders including CBA, Macquarie and ING have
lowered their variable rates for new customers, according to RateCity.
In addition to lower rates, about 30 lenders are increasing their mortgage cashback offers to attract new customers. These range from $1500 to $10,000, subject to
loan sizes.
Reduce Home Loans is offering $10,000 for new loans and refinancing over $2
million while Citi is offering $6000 for loans over $1 million. AMP Bank is offering
$2000 for a minimum loan of $250,000 and $5000 for $1 million.
Rising rates, energy prices and other household costs are pushing buyer stress to
record levels and encouraging cash-strapped families to consider switching
lenders to find a cheaper deal.
According to Digital Finance Analytics, an independent financial consultancy,
more than 45 per cent of home buyers and 50 per cent of renters are suffering
financial stress (defined as paying more than 30 per cent of household pre-tax
income on monthly accommodation expenses).

Opportunity to shop around
Hardest-hit states are Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania, according to the
analysis.
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The possibility that rates could start falling late next year means borrowers should
be wary of locking in for several years [https://www.afr.com/policy/economy/marketslower-rba-peak-cash-rate-to-3pc-20220731-p5b5zs], which could mean paying a huge

premium for short-term peace of mind, says Alex Jamieson, a financial adviser
with AJ Financial Planning.
“The predictability of fixed rate mortgages is very helpful for buyers on tight
budgets”, he adds.
Borrowers should also be aware that fixed rates often have limits on extra
repayments and can impose higher fees if the limit is exceeded.

Andy Kerr, NAB executive, home ownership, adds: “Finishing a fixed term loan is an
opportunity to shop around and make sure you are getting the right deal.”
Kerr says the majority of NAB customers are ahead on their payments.
According to the RBA, about 35 per cent of borrowers have fixed rates, compared to
20 per cent before the onset of COVID-19 and the beginning of record-low interest
rates. About one-in-four fixed rate loans are due to end in the next two years.
Growing pressure on household budgets will be eased by an estimated $100 billion
deposited in offset and redraw accounts, or more than 6 per cent of annual
household disposable income, according to the RBA.

Borrowers switching mortgages need to consider typical costs of $650-$1000,
which involve mortgage discharge fees, government taxes and applications.
Those on fixed rates who are trapped with their existing lender because rising
rates and falling values mean they can no longer satisfy the prudential regulator’s 3
per cent serviceability buffer will need to ensure they avoid their lender’s reversion
rate.
That’s the rate a mortgage “reverts” to after a fixed rate mortgage period ends.
These range from ANZ’s 4.74 per cent, Westpac’s 4.94 per cent, NAB’s 5.42 per cent
and CBA’s 5.6 per cent following the August rate for loan balances of around
$500,000. Westpac borrowers need a 70 per cent loan-to-value ratio.

RELATED

‘Trapped’ mortgage holders feel home loan pain
https://www.afr.com/wealth/personal-finance/trapped-mortgage-holders-feelhome-loan-pain-20220809-p5b8e9
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Sally Tindall, RateCity’s research director, says: “It’s likely the banks will try to
catch these customers before they move on to the revert rates and may offer them
a lower variable rate. But it’s also possible many borrowers will use the end of their
fixed rate term as a reason to start shopping around.”
Phoebe Blamey, a director of Clover Financial Solutions, says: “You’ve got to keep
your eyes peeled to get the best rates.”
According to mortgage broker Lendi, big banks earn about $4.5 billion each year
[https://www.afr.com/companies/financial-services/70-000-home-loan-loyalty-tax-netting-banks4-5b-20220729-p5b5m8] from a customer “loyalty tax”, the gap between pricing on

new and existing loans. It results in longer-term borrowers paying more as banks
fight to attract new customers with sharper loan pricing.
“By refinancing and not paying the ‘loyalty tax’, homeowners could potentially
reclaim the last two RBA rate increases,” says Lendi CEO David Hyman. “But we are
likely to see that $4.5 billion increase as the RBA continues to raise rates and most
lenders continue to pass that full rate on to existing borrowers.”
He estimates $130 billion of fixed rates are due to expire next year.

Duncan Hughes is a Walkley award-winning personal finance reporter, based in our
Melbourne newsroom. Connect with Duncan on Twitter. Email Duncan at duhughes@afr.com.au
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